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Recall the lifting criterion:

I exists iff
suppose

of

exists, y-7,
fil-y w / f(0) =y0, fillzy.

qyπ,(t,e.) Then Y of lifts of and
exi (7,80)E

E
-

-

-anin starts at to. Thus yry) E
Yts

oldpat ↓ 1 =

10s.")
N

yf(y)
=g(e) * ↓ q

·DefineTugi:=(of.. π
Y X



To
prove
inlifting criterion, mustshow

(a) I is well-defined
(6) Iisitsread pp.

285 -284

19) Supposr f' is another path you
to
y.
Then f' is a loop

based atyou, so y (f'F]
-4* i, (7,y0) = 9x π, (E,ev).

Thus 140(f'.7)] =(gg) for some loop g in E based at so
E

Hence &.g-40(f:F) (40f).(5f ⑤5y
⑤

-
=>(og) (908) Yof'. N L

Bymonodromy, the liftsofthis
* ↓q

Nhave the same endpoint. - j.g
Y X



Since a lifts gog,
and is a loop at so,

(97%).(1) =(g.(5f(e]() =(5of(e.(1).
so the diff does notdepend on the choice off

for (lifting from simply sound spaces) g:E-Xcovering,
I simply coun'd locally path cound, then every its
9.4- Xhas a lift toE. Give yoeY, the liftcamber

chosen to take go
to any ptin q"94(ys)].

If(,π,(Y,y0) =(e) <gxx, (t,00).



for (lifting maps tosimply could spaces) g:E-Xcovering,
asimply sound. For

any
coun'd, le path wound space Y,

its9:4-Xlifts to E iff4is the trivial hom

for some yet. If this is the case, then the lift can be

chosen to take you
toany elf of a14(y0].

& When can we solve the lifting promb lam

1R2

i. -
-
-

a n> ↑I alwayscommutes

RPTTT"? 2)(2z+ 2x so all

9 lift.



Modromy action a.(w]
↓

#m (monodramy action) g:E-Xcovering,XeX.
Thereis a transitive rightaction qSxS* i,(x,x) ↓

P2

given by e.If)=f(1). (e. (f]].1g] =
IfRead p.

287for well-definition. . ([f11g])
*

Transitivity:since Eis path conrid any two pts e,elegal
are joined by a path hin E. Setf:got tosee that

his a liftoffstarting ate, whencee.ffJze'.



Algeinterludeon Gosets

s a rightG-set
IFor ses, then istropy laha stablizer group of is

G,i
=4geG/sg =s)

proval exc check thatGs EG. /equivariantbijection
Thm Corbit-stabilizer) For seS, sG =a

/
G-orbit ofs right sets (G,g1g+6)

s.g -> G,g



GSet:right asets
↳Set (S,T) =(fis+T | f(sg) =f(s).g fg(G)
-

equivariance

Every G-setis a disjoint union oforbits =LAG

Prop Gs.g=gGsg so the setofisotropy groups
for a transitive G-set;transitive Grsets S, T are

isomorphic iffas conjugate toGfor some (/all) sts,
LET.

htGs => (sy)/ghg)
=s (sing) =(.L).g

=

5g



the Weyl group of HIG is WaCH):=HNGCH)&
I

The For S a transitive normalizer ofH:

Giset, so some elf of s. amthsebgrowontain
read

Auta(S)
=Wa(Gs.)

85GV
Lunique G-equivariantmaps -5

S.rS

&Why does to existand is well-defined?



Back to our favorite transitive G-set, the monodia action

q-9x}%π,(X,x).

Ihm (Isotropy groups for monodnomy) git-Xcovering,
x-X. feGqYSXS, iNe-qox(EseSFT,if yeRe
If letetq"(x) be arbitrary and suppose ifJei, (4,X.
The fe(l) = e.(f5 =e,s(fe]++, (E,e). We have

ax(feJ =(90fe] =(f), s (f]8qyx. (E,e). Thus

m(X,xee9xx, (E,c).



For the opposite inclusion, if If] (9x n, (t,e), than FgiI+E
based atet.gug7=(f).- gogrf.
then g=(gogle by uniqueness oflifts, and
e(f] =e.[gog) =

(gog)e(1) =g(1) =e so (fJxx,(X,Xe
.

forgit+ X covering.
The monodwomy action is from on each

fiber ofa iffE issimply coun'd.
Ifthe action is free on 9"x3 iff9**,(E, e) fir for any call

e-g5X) => i, (E,e) twin since qpinjective.

In this case, 9"(x) = G for G =n.(X,x]
↓

G-set



for suppose it-Xcovering, E is simply coun'd.
Then each fiber ofa

has cardinality (n. (X,x) ).

IfThe monodromy, action is free and qx) is a free

transitive i,(X,x)-set.

Eg. gisn+RP" covering
w/S" simplycount fornz2

=>i, (RP") =2/22for m>,2.7
Read

p.
293 on normal coverings. qxπ,(t,e)4

π.(X,x)

for some/all e,x. /

can do same trick if(q" (x) =p.
Happens for less spaces.



covering homomorphisms
9.:E. - X,q.:Ec-X coverings
Acoming homomorphism isactsmap4:5,-.e
q,y

=

9,: commentes.

<y/q
⑨

- Lz
If i is also a homes, call ita 1containwithand

are

covering isomorphism.



-raProp1::E-Xcoverings, in 1,2, E- Ev

(a) 9 =4 iff FeeE, s.t.Y(e) =(e)

(b) UxeX, Plaisus:9ix)
-qix) is x.(X,x) - equivariant

(2) Every covering home is itselfa covering map.

If (a) follows from unique lifting:

(b) Y(e.(f)) =G(fe(1) =(90fe) (1) trata.
c) subjective:for ecEz, take

I
justify this

e0 ->q/qr(e)/ 0. Then 9(0) =0.


